Kendrick Mass Defect Approach Combined to NORINE Database for Molecular Formula Assignment of Nonribosomal Peptides.
The identification of known (dereplication) or unknown nonribosomal peptides (NRPs) produced by microorganisms is a time consuming, expensive, and challenging task where mass spectrometry and nuclear magnetic resonance play a key role. The first step of the identification process always involves the establishment of a molecular formula. Unfortunately, the number of potential molecular formulae increases significantly with higher molecular masses and the lower precision of their measurements. In the present article, we demonstrate that molecular formula assignment can be achieved by a combined approach using the regular Kendrick mass defect (RKMD) and NORINE, the reference curated database of NRPs. We observed that irrespective of the molecular formula, the addition and subtraction of a given atom or atom group always leads to the same RKMD variation and nominal Kendrick mass (NKM). Graphically, these variations translated into a vector mesh can be used to connect an unknown molecule to a known NRP of the NORINE database and establish its molecular formula. We explain and illustrate this concept through the high-resolution mass spectrometry analysis of a commercially available mixture composed of four surfactins. The Kendrick approach enriched with the NORINE database content is a fast, useful, and easy-to-use tool for molecular mass assignment of known and unknown NRP structures.